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CONCENTRATION SCREEN

Concentration screen
This concentration screen is the answer for pupils with concentration
issues. The screen reduces both visual and acoustic stimuli, perfectly
promoting concentration.

Warm and friendly appearance

Acoustic
Acoustic filling on the basis of recycled
textile fiber which is 100% recycable and
resistant to molt.
It complies to fire class B / S1 / D0.
Soundabsorption (ISO 354): αw0,95

1,4

absorption coëfficiënt ww

‘‘Top-quality products, ideally suited to children with ADHD, autism
or concentration issues. The sound-proofing provides for a quiet
workplace.’’

The concentration screen is made of sound-absorbing materials.
These materials provide extra peace for the user and others in a certain
space. The acoustic material in the core of the screen, which is made of
recycled clothing, makes sure that sound waves will break.
The screen is furnished with a luxurious fabric that has the look of felt.
This fabric is not only very strong but also has a warm and friendly
appearance. The concentration screen is available in 5 different colors.
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Concentration screen

Concentration screen triangle model

Specifications

Specifications

product		
70cm model
90cm model

code
measurement (wxhxd)
SPCONKLEIN 69 x 50 x 34 cm
SPCONGROOT 89 x 50 x 44 cm

decide when ordering
- measurement model
- color

specifications
upholstery
85% polyester | 15% cotton
		
antibacterial
colors		
green | blue | orange
		
anthracite | brown
acoustic base recycled clothing class A (0,95 αw)

product		

code

triangle model
couple elastic

SPDRIEHOEK 76 x 50 x 76 cm
SPDRIEKOPPEL 80 cm

decide when ordering
- measurement model
- color

measurement (wxhxd)

specifications
upholstery
85% polyester | 15% cotton
		
antibacterial
colors		
green | blue | orange
		
anthracite | brown
acoustic base recycled clothing class A (0,95 αw)
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Disclaimer: This document has been composed with the utmost care.
No single thing from this publication may be taken over or multiplied
without explicit and written permission granted by Nyink B.V
Nyink B.V. is not responsible for possible inaccuracies or consequences
of use or abuse of the information in this document.

